AKS ACCELERATOR

APP CONTAINERIZATION PILOT
Your application, containerized and running on AKS. This
consultant-led and turnkey solution enables the conception, automation, and
implementation of a fully functional Dev/Test solution with AKS for a single
workload. Save months of learnings, trial and error, and costly false starts
while quickly implementing a containerized solution empowering your team to
take advantage of proven container practices and expert guidance.

InCycle’s AKS App Containerization Accelerator provides key components required
for a rapid and successful container workload implementation. Every component is
designed to accelerate the implementation of a robust container orchestration
solution with AKS. Once your AKS cluster is stood up, our team will help you take
an existing application, get it running in containers, and get it operationalized in
AKS.

VALIDATE CONTAINER STRATEGY

LEARN FAST— AND SAVE!

Moving from IaaS to a fully operationalized
container strategy on AKS is daunting and laden
with pitfalls. Save time and effort by leveraging a
proven and focused approach. Cheat learning
curve and save money!

MODERN PATTERNS & PRACTICES
Orchestrating containers is more than deploying
an AKS cluster. Automation is key to predictability
and worry free maintenance. You need proven,
robust practices and built-in automation to
realize a reliable and easy to manage Kubernetes
environment.

EXPERT GUIDANCE

You may have the best developers and
infrastructure resources —- but Kubernetes and
AKS experience is a unique and a scarce resource.
Our teams use AKS everyday and are skilled and

QUICK & EFFICIENT

Achieve your goals in a fraction of the time. Our
approach is surgical and 100% focused on value
and success. Reduce your project risk and finish
on time and on budget. Our engagements are

AKS ACCELERATOR PHASES

“InCycle’s AKS App Containerization Accelerator perfectly hit the mark. Our goal was to move
quickly to containers and AKS. The InCycle team was prepared, fast, and professional. They left us
with a fully function workload in AKS —- complete with a QA, Dev and production environment ”.
InCycle Customer
Mid-Market Manufacturing

GET STARTED
Start accelerating your AKS container strategy today! Contact us at: info@incyclesoftware.com
or visit our website at: www.incyclesoftware.com to learn more. Call 1(800) 565-0510 for
immediate assistance.
InCycle is an award-winning digital transformation
company. Recognized for industry leadership and
customer impact, InCycle is a three-time recipient
of the prestigious Microsoft Partner of the Year
(2017-19).

